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Data Breach in the News
Tips to help your organisation stay secure
The recent spate of data breaches in the news have served as a timely reminder on why we need
to maintain good security hygiene. All organisations hold some form of sensitive data. These can be
in the form of customer personal information, health data, credit card or transactional data, login
credentials, and Intellectual Property (IP). There is no magic pill that will make you immune, but
there are a set of measures that can be put in place to lower your risk of data breach.

In the News
Unfortunately, data breaches happen on a fairly regular basis, and plenty of them have been big
enough to make the news. They should serve as a reminder to us about the repercussions of
poor security posture.
Most recently, the Equifax data breach exposed the personal data of 143 million Americans, and
the Swedish Transport Agency breach cost two ministers their jobs after the negligent handling
of sensitive infrastructure and personal information that exposed the data of the majority of
Swedish residents. Nearer to our shores, the breach of the Australian Red Cross Blood Service
last year exposed the personal details of half a million blood donors.

What this means for you?
You are not immune to data breaches. To help protect you against them, there are a range of
security measures that can be implemented within your network to provide enhanced security,
and allow for the simple detection and investigation of common attacks. We recommend working
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with your IT provider (where practical) to uplift network security, enforce controls that reduce
entry points for an attacker, and provide a practical solution for investigating incidents.

Actions you can take












Maintain an accurate and complete Asset Inventory – Know what is in your
environment so you can quickly identify if you are exposed to a vulnerability.
o This should include your devices; and their operating systems, patch levels, antivirus signature definitions, firmware, applications, and databases.
Regularly apply critical patches and updates – Without patching, your network is left
vulnerable for an attacker to exploit with ease using already-defined scripts. Updated
Antivirus software can prevent known malware from spreading if it is injected into a
vulnerable system.
o Update systems and applications in your environment.
o Check anti-virus and operating system patches have been successfully installed.
o Deploy critical security patches on all systems, as soon as they are released.
Undertake regular vulnerability assessments – Even after regular security upgrades,
patching, and testing; new and existing vulnerabilities may still appear over time. It is
important to validate the controls that are in place, and to regularly check for vulnerabilities
such as access points an attacker may use.
o Perform a regular vulnerability scan of your network to identify if any vulnerabilities
exist. Make sure the scanner is using the latest vulnerability databases.
Lock down access rights – Provide access to individuals based only on what they need to
complete their job.
o Support this ‘lockdown’ with processes and tools that can be put in place to manage
privileged access and monitor its use.
Incident Response Management – If an incident were to happen, the last thing you would
want to see is fuel added to the fire.
o Minimise the impact of an incident by being prepared. Have a plan on the key roles,
key questions that need to be answered and how important decisions will be made
for when an incident occurs. Preparation starts well before an incident has occurred.
Build and exercise your organisation’s “muscle memory” to respond and recover by
exercising your plan through cyber simulations.
Data Loss Prevention – Detect and block any potential leakage of data. Use encryption for
data in storage and in motion.

Cyber security cannot be executed effectively using a “point-in-time” or solely tactical approach.
It is important for you to consider other areas where you may have cyber exposures, and to
create an environment where security is considered and improved upon on an ongoing basis.
We would advise you to:
 Assess wider security across the business – to validate the tactical actions above, and
identify any other cyber exposures that may exist.
 Obtain specific security expertise and/or validation – which your current IT provider
may be unable to provide. Partner with people with the real-world expertise in an ongoing
relationship, to confirm your business is safe from the changing vulnerability and attack
landscape.
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